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Abstract. In this study the perovskite manganite Eu0.2 La0.3 Sr0.2 Ca0.3 MnO3 batch integrated sample is studied, with
special modification done to introduce localized structural strain without micro-level (grains) modification. This consequence
successfully generates opposite nature of high orthorhombic strain along b-axis in these samples, although the general
structure is same for both with Pnma space group. The sharp magnetic transitions (both Curie temperature and charge-order
transition) are reported to be mixed in presence of random ionic distribution in its structure. The diffused insulator-metal
behaviour, de-stabilization of magnetic state and phase transitions associated with inherent anisotropic strain is discussed
and is explained based on chemical disorder-induced structural strain in the present system.
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1. Introduction
The correlation between the structural and magnetic degrees
of freedom in doped manganite perovskites generating different fascinating electronic and magnetic state is the subject of
interest from the last two decades. The charge-ordered (CO)
state of manganites is associated with a real space ordering
of Mn3+ /Mn4+ species in a 1:1 pattern. The modification/destabilization of CO state in half-doped manganites becomes
the subject of interest due to varieties of controlling parameters like magnetic field, doping, bi-axial strain, pressure,
electric field, size reduction, etc. [1–10]. The result presented
by Sarkar et al [8] showed that size reduction can lead to
an arrest of the high temperature phase in perovskite materials, which prevents the growth of low temperature phase
that needs a specific crystal structure for its stabilization.
Later on, Gutiérrez et al [11] showed that large compressive strain triggers a change from a ferromagnetic (FM) and
metallic ground state to an insulating and anti-FM state,
whereas a tensile strain produces an anti-FM but metallic state. However for some other half-doped manganites,
anti-FM insulator state remains unaffected irrespective of
the strain state [11]. Again, the influence of disorder and
corresponding phase separation on half-doped manganites
0123456789().: V,-vol

due to the broadening of the first-order phase transition
region was reported by Chaddah et al [12]. Further, the
presence of metastability and field-induced arrest around
the first-order insulator-metal transition region in half-doped
manganites was also reported in literature [13]. The suppression of charge-ordering transition due to the enhanced
surface disorder was also reported [7,14]. The disappearance of anti-FM phase and emergence of FM metallic
phase in half-doped nanoparticles was reported by Pramanik and Banerjee [15]. This inter-related effects as well
as the large number of contradictory experimental reports
and theoretical models relating to the properties of these
materials with internal in-homogeneity revealed the complexity of the problem demanding more research in this field
[9–19].
In order to put further light on this controversial issue on origin of suppression of CO state of manganites, we have selected
polycrystalline Eu0.2 La0.3 Sr0.2 Ca0.3 MnO3 batch integrated
sample, which is specially modified by different final heat
treatment that introduce unlike-strain in its structure due to
chemical disorder (Samples A and B in oxygen atmosphere)
without modifying it in micro-level (grains). The general
orthorhombic structure with Pnma space group is influenced
by local chemical disorder in such a way that the nature
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of high orthorhombic strain along b axis becomes opposite
in these two samples. The detailed study on magnetic and
transport properties of these samples show that the sharp
magnetic transition (both Curie temperature and CO transition) of Sample A is drastically modified in Sample B due
to in-homogeneous ionic distribution. The de-stabilization of
magnetic state, phase transitions and its behaviour with different chemical disorder for Sample B associated with inherent
structural anisotropic strain is discussed. The comparative
study of Samples A and B is reported and explained based
on chemical disorder-induced structural strain in the present
system.

2. Experimental
Polycrystalline Eu0.2 La0.3 Sr0.2 Ca0.3 MnO3 was prepared by a
chemical process described in our earlier report [20]. The
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final annealing was performed at 1000◦ C for 15 h in air
followed by furnace cooling to room temperature. One part
of the sample was further annealed under closed oxygen
atmosphere for 6 h at 1000◦ C. Henceforth, we will refer
the samples by their respective final heat treatment, such
as sample annealed at 1000◦ C in air as Sample A and the
remaining sample annealed at 1000◦ C under closed oxygen
atmosphere as Sample B. The single phase of compounds
was confirmed by the powder X-ray diffraction (Seifert XRD
3000 P) using CuKα radiation. The size and morphology of the
grains of the samples were observed in a JEOL JSM 35 C scanning electron microscope (SEM). Bulk oxygen homogeneity
of both samples was verified through iodometric titration
method. The temperature-dependent electrical resistivity (ρ)
at different constant applied magnetic fields was recorded
using a commercial cryogen-free high-magnetic field system from Cryogenic Ltd, UK. DC magnetic measurements
were performed using a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer (magnetic property measurement system (MPMS)
XL 7, Ever-cool model). In case of zero-field-cooled (ZFC)
mode, the sample was cooled down to the desired temperature
at zero magnetic field, while for the field-cooled (FC) mode
the sample was cooled in a static magnetic field.

3. Experimental Results and discussions
The microscopic characterizations of the presently studied
compounds were performed through SEM. The SEM images
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Figure 1. SEM images of (a) Sample A and (b) Sample B.

Figure 2. Experimentally observed (dots), Rietveld calculated
(continuous line), and their difference (continuous bottom line) profiles for Sample A and Sample B at room temperature obtained after
Rietveld analysis of the XRD data using orthorhombic space group
Pnma. The vertical tick marks between the observed and difference
plots show the Bragg peak positions.
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of Samples A and B are shown in figure 1a and b, respectively,
which show the resolved submicron-sized grains of both
the samples with sharp grain boundaries; range of grain
sizes are same for both the samples and are estimated from
SEM to be ∼200 nm. The particle sizes obtained from X-ray
data, using Scherrer formula corresponding to full-width of
half-maximum (FWHM) of the major peak, are ≈346 and
≈173 nm for Samples A and B, respectively, which are in
good agreement with microscopic results.

Table 1. Some selectedrefinedstructural parameters obtained from
the Rietveld refinement of the roomtemperaturestructure of compounds Sample A and Sample B.
Orthorhombic, Pnma
Parameters

Sample A

Sample B

A (Å)
B (Å)
C (Å)
V (Å3 )
χ2
Mn–O1 (Å)
Mn–O2 (Å)
Mn–O1 –Mn (Deg)
Mn–O2 –Mn (Deg)
Mn–Mn (Å)

5.431 (2)
7.651 (1)
5.421 (4)
225.28 (6)
1.424 (5)
1.925 (2)
1.762 (1)
166.96 (5)
174.71 (8)
3.883 (4)

5.433 (4)
7.698 (1)
5.409 (3)
226.25 (4)
1.481 (6)
1.964 (4)
1.865 (3)
156.85 (2)
171.77 (3)
3.882 (4)
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The crystal structures of the studied systems were analysed
by Rietveld refinement (using the MAUD software package) of XRD data [21]. Rietveld analysis reveals that both
the samples are of orthorhombic structure with Pnma space
group, which is consistent with the earlier reports [9,16].
Figure 2 shows the Rietveld fits for the room temperature
XRD pattern using Pnma space group. The selected result of
Rietveld analysis is presented in table 1 with refined structural parameters and corresponding bond angles. The striking
feature obtained from the Rietveld refinement is the relative
difference in lengths of the sides of structure of two samples.
The Pnma structure is elongated along b axis in Sample B by
0.047 Å compared to that in Sample A, which
√ finally yields
√
the orthorhombic strain OS⊥ = 2(c+a−b 2)/(c+a+b 2)
in the structure as OS⊥ = −0.00411 (Sample B) compared to
+0.0294 in Sample A. This opposite nature of strain in structure is a striking feature, as the samples are batch processed
ones. The orthorhombic strain OS|| = 2(c − a)/(c + a) in acplane is OS|| = −0.00184 for Sample A, which differs from
that in Sample B as −0.00443; i.e., the nature of orthorhombic
strains is compressive for Sample B both in ac-plane as well
as perpendicular to ac-plane, whereas strain in Sample A is
tensile along b axis perpendicular to ac-plane and compressive in ac-plane. Therefore, the difference in ionic distribution
in the crystal structures lead in such a way that the Sample B
is stressed equally from all sides, which is in contrast to the
situation of Sample A. This dissimilarity of structural strains
however did not affect the crystal structure and overall symmetry is still maintained as Pnma. The remarkable change
in side b also affects the Mn–O–Mn bond angles between
the samples by an amount of 10.11◦ in Mn–O1 –Mn (out of

Figure 3. The crystal structure of Samples A and B illustrated schematically.
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ac-plane), whereas the difference between Mn–O2 –Mn angle
between Samples A and B is 2.94◦ . The large difference in
Mn–O1 –Mn bond angle between the samples is assisted with
the large difference in side b, which finally affects the unit
cell volume. As obtained from Rietveld analysis, the unit cell
volume of Sample A is 225.28 Å3 , which is in support of
the already published literatures of these type of half-doped
samples, whereas Sample B shows bigger cell volume of
226.25 Å3 [22]. As reported by Sarkar et al [9], OS⊥ significantly increases in the low temperature CO phase. Hence, the
high negative value of OS⊥ in Sample B indicates a probable
de-stabilization of CO state in this system. Figure 3 shows
the 3-dimensional structure of both the samples, where the
structural difference between them is clearly visible.
The magnetization measurements are performed in zerofield-cooled heating (ZFCH), field-cooled cooling (FCC) and
field-cooled heating (FCH) for both the samples shown in
figure 4a and b. As depicted in figure 4a, Sample A shows a
transition from paramagnetic (PM) to FM state at TC ≈ 101 K
and then a nearly flat region followed by a transition to CO
state at TCO ≈ 35.5 K on further lowering of the temperature during ZFCH protocol. The decrease of magnetization
values with decreasing temperature is maintained even after
TCO but with different gradient denoting magnetic phases with
different energy barrier present in the system at low temperature. However, the FCC and FCH curves do not resemble
this ZFCH nature and a flat region is observed below 50 K
inferring the presence of strong competition between FM and
AFM phases. Prominent thermal hysteresis is present in magnetization curve (FCC and FCH) of Sample A, which clearly
indicates the first-order nature of the transition in the Sample
(figure 4a). In Sample B, the nature of ZFCH magnetization
follows the same trend. However, the observed peak-like feature in ZFCH data is more broad than Sample A. This broad
hump in the ZFCH curve of Sample B symbolizes the presence
of mixed PM phases in the system. Therefore, the observed
TC of Sample B (∼215 K) is found to be much higher compared to that in Sample A. The flattened region over a broad
temperature range below TC is a signature of heterogeneous
as well as weak CO state, resulting in the CO transition not in
one temperature but in series of points at TCO ≈ 77, 38 and
11 K, respectively. The relative difference in the nature of thermal hysteresis between FCC and FCH curves for these two
samples indicate the random distribution of different mixed
magnetic phases in the system influenced by the chemical
disorder. This is also associated with the relative difference
in the structural parameters giving such differences in their
behaviour.
The effective theoretical magnetic moment (μeff
th ) for both
the samples is calculated to be 4.2 μB /f.u., whereas theoretical saturation magnetic moment (μth
sat ) is 3.3 μB /f.u. The
exp
experimental magnetic moment (μsat ) obtained for Sample A
is 3.18 μB /f.u. which is very close to μth
sat value. For Sample
exp
B, the obtained value of μsat is 2.81 μB /f.u. This low magnetic moment of Sample B may be due to the mixed magnetic
phases or any canted magnetic phase present in the system at
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Figure 4. Magnetic moment (M) as a function of temperature (T )
measured in zero-field-cooled heating (ZFCH), field-cooled heating
(FCH) and field-cooled cooling (FCC) protocols in an applied field
of 100 Oe for (a) Sample A and (b) Sample B.

low temperature. In the PM region using Curie-Weiss analysis, the experimental effective PM moment (μeff
exp ) obtained
are 4.43 μB /f.u. for sample A and 4.82 μB /f.u. for sample B.
The larger values of effective magnetic moment of the samples further indicate a probable existence of FM cluster in the
system.
To shed more light on the magnetic character of the studied
samples at different temperature regions, we recorded isothermal variation of dc magnetization as a function of applied
magnetic field at different constant temperatures (see figure 5a
and d). Linear behaviour of M(H ) data for both the compounds indicate the PM nature of the compounds at room
temperature. Around 130 K, the FM phase starts to dominate
the behaviour of Sample A and a signature of field-induced
growth of FM component is visible in the inset of figure 5a.
At 80 and 10 K for Sample A, M shows initial rise with H
accompanying field hysteresis, but does not saturate at 5 T
(figure 5a). This clearly indicates the existence of an AFM
component in the system. Similar M–H behaviour was also
observed for Sample B at 100 and 5 K (figure 5d). As the
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temperature is lowered (down to 5 K), the hysteresis becomes
more and more prominent still coercivity remains negligible
(≈100 Oe). As seen in figure 5b and c for Sample A and figure 5e and f for Sample B, the initial isothermal magnetization
data does not trace the same path (virgin) on the subsequent
field cycle indicating that the sample has been arrested in a
soft FM state, which is retained in the subsequent return leg
(indicated by arrow). The original homogeneous magnetic
state transforms into inhomogeneous state and shows phase
coexistence even at zero field. This type of field-induced phenomena or kinetic arrest is connected to the metastability of
the system [23] and is also observed in other half-doped manganites [24]. The magnetization isotherm at 10 K (figure 5b)
or at 5 K (figure 5e) may provide some more information on
the nature of spin of AFM state with some AFM state changing near ≈1 T and some changing at ≈ 2 T (corresponding to
harder spin) to FM state for Sample A (and ≈1.5 T and ≈3.5 T
for Sample B). However, the absence of hysteresis in 3rd quadrant for both the samples at low temperatures (10/5 K) is the

80

a

10 K
80 K
300 K

40

signature of strong spin arrest with more dominance of FM
state with respect to AFM. At higher temperatures (80 K for
Sample A and 100 K for Sample B) different spin dynamic
feature is observed, which shows hysteresis both on 1st and
3rd quadrant with zero coercivity, indicating the weakening
of AFM state. Moreover, the subsequent field-decreasing (red
curve) and field-increasing (blue curve) paths do not overlap
(unlike at 10/5 K) as shown in figure 5c and f. For Sample A
at 80 K (figure 5c), the subsequent field increasing line initially overlap with field reduced path up to ∼0.3 T followed
by a crossover ∼0.9 T and for further increasing the field, it
coincides with virgin curve at ∼1.7 T. However, at 100 K for
Sample B, the subsequent increasing line coincides with virgin line for the entire measuring range of magnetic field. This
difference in magnetization behaviour reflects the relative difference in inhomogeneous AFM-FM components present in
the systems.
This complex magnetization dynamics was therefore studied for both the samples from low temperature up to 65 K,
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Figure 5. (a) Isothermal magnetization (M) of Sample A is plotted as a function of applied magnetic field (H ) at different constant
temperatures. The inset of (a) exhibits the extended view of the same for Sample A. (b) M vs. H of Sample A at 10 K. After reaching
the highest field, the magnetization of the field-reducing path shows a complete overlap with the subsequent field-increasing path. (c) The
initial or virgin M vs. H curve of Sample A at 80 K shows decrease in the field (∼1.5 T) of the AF to FM conversion. The subsequent
field-decreasing and field-increasing paths (which define the envelope curve) do not overlap (unlike at 10 K) but lie above the virgin
curve. (d) M vs. H of Sample B at different constant temperatures. (e) M vs. H of Sample B at 5 K. After reaching the highest field, the
magnetization of the field reducing path shows a complete overlap with the subsequent field-increasing path. (f) M vs. H of Sample B at
100 K. The subsequent field-decreasing and field-increasing paths do not overlap but field-increasing path coincide with the virgin curve.
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Table 2.
T (K)

M (t)/M(t=0)

0.99

0.96

0.93

Sample A
10
35
65
Sample B
5
15
30
45
60

Sample A
10 K
35 K
65 K

a
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Different fitting parameters of equation (1).
AD

AL

τ (s)

1.034 × 10−04
2.113 × 10−03
1.253 × 10−03

2.66 × 10−05
4.97 × 10−04
3.15 × 10−04

1550.6
1624.3
1807.7

3.75 × 10−03
1.18 × 10−02
5.06 × 10−02
5.36 × 10−02
3.89 × 10−02

1.34 × 10−03
3.23 × 10−03
1.20 × 10−02
1.58 × 10−02
1.02 × 10−02

1790.4
1883.7
1910.5
1971.2
1780.7

M(t)/M(t=0)

1.00

0.99
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Figure 6. Isothermal magnetizations for (a) Sample A and (b)
Sample B are plotted as a function of time (t) at different temperatures (T ). Samples were first cooled in the presence of 50 Oe of
applied field from 300 K to desired temperatures and M was measured as a function of t after removing external magnetic field.

where magnetic hysteresis is very strong. The sample was
cooled down from 300 K to the desired temperature in
50 Oe field and time dependence of remnant magnetization
was recorded just after the magnetic field is cutoff. The relaxation of remnant magnetization obtained experimentally is
finally fit with the equation:
M(T ) = M0 + AD exp(−t/τ ) + AL ln(t),

(1)

where M0 is the FM component, 2nd term represents Debye
relaxation process associated with activation against a single
energy barrier, 3rd term represents the relaxation mechanism
involved with the distribution of energy barriers or timedependent activation energies usually obtained in disordered
magnetic phase, τ represents the time constant in exponential
relaxation process. Figure 6a and b shows the experimental
data and corresponding fitting curve using equation (1). The
result of this simulation is given in table 2. As obtained, both
for Samples A and B, the weight factors (AD and AL ) and

time constant (τ ) are showing a systematic increase in value
with increasing temperature and then shows the decrease in
value with further increase in temperature (≥60 K), thus signifying the appearance of more disordered magnetic phase in
the system. The presence of both Debye process and logarithmic relaxation as well as corresponding values of AD , AL and
τ only reflects the presence of inherent magnetic disorder in
both the systems. It is also interesting to see from table 2 that
the value of AD is one-order of magnitude higher in Sample B
compared to Sample A, whereas value of AL is two-order of
magnitude higher for the same. These values are also useful
in understanding the disorder in magnetization data (figures 4
and 5), suggesting that the nature of magnetic disorder in
Sample B is much higher compared to that in Sample A in a
quantitative way as influenced by inhomogeneous chemical
distribution through extra heat treatment.
The variations of resistivity (ρ) as a function of temperature for both Samples A and B are shown in figure 7a and b,
respectively. The measurement protocol for Sample A (and
Sample B) is done during heating and subsequent cooling
at cooling field Hcool = 0 T and at cycling field HC = 0 T
for blue curve in figure 7a. The red curve in figure 7a was
obtained by using same protocol when Hcool = HC = 6 T.
The green one was obtained in heating cycle at 0 T (= HC )
field after cooling the sample at 5 T (= Hcool ) and subsequent cooling curve was obtained at same value of HC only
as shown in figure 7a. Both zero field (blue curve) and 6 T
field (red curve) data show diffuse insulator-metal behaviour
and are associated with clear thermal hysteresis below ∼100
and ∼135 K, respectively, which again confirms the firstorder nature of insulator-metal transition in Sample A. In
addition, the resistivity of this sample decreases with magnetic field below ∼100 K; i.e., negative magnetoresistance
(MR) exists in the system. As the sample shows the fieldinduced transition, where external field destroys the AFM
state and FM state sets in the system (figure 4a), the negative MR also comes out as a consequence of this change-over
of AFM to FM state which is already known for some halfdoped manganites [25]. As this negative MR is present in the
system even much below the zone of thermal hysteresis, it
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below 30 K in ρ(T ) (figure 7b), which under a field of
6 T (red curve), shows field-induced metal-insulator transition
at ∼65 K in the same region in magnetization (figure 4b)
with prominent thermal hysteresis. Temperature-dependent
MR [= (ρ(H ) − ρ(H = 0))/ρ(H = 0)] of both the samples are shown in figure 7c for both heating and cooling legs
at 6 T field. MR behaviour closely resembles the resistivity
behaviour of these samples (figure 7a and b) giving the MR
minima (−99.2%) near the metal-insulator transition temperature at ∼100 K for Sample A, which is reduced in value
(approximately −96%) as the temperature is lowered. MR for
Sample B on the other hand did not show any such minima
and reached to lowest MR value (approximately −99.5%)
near the metal-insulator transition temperature ∼40 K and
maintained this value to lowest temperature achieved. This
correlation along with the difference in resistivity behaviour
between the samples is following the same argument of inhomogeneous ionic distribution-mediated modification of their
structure in atomic level changing the nature of lattice strain,
thus showing the disorder dynamics between them.

4. Conclusions

Figure 7. (a) Resistivity (ρ) as a function of temperature (T )
is plotted for Sample A during heating and subsequent cooling
sequences by blue curve: cooling field (Hcool ) = 0 and cycling
field (HC = 0); green curve: Hcool = 5 T and HC = 0; red curve:
Hcool = 6 T and HC = 6 T. (b) ρ(T ) behaviour of Sample B is
shown during cooling and subsequent heating sequences by blue
curve: Hcool = 0 T and HC = 0 T; red curve: Hcool = 6 T and
HC = 6 T. (c) MR as a function of temperature for cooling and
heating cycles for H = 6 T. Arrows indicate the direction of temperature change.

indicates some more factors responsible for this negative MR
in the system apart from this AFM to FM change-over in it.
In order to understand it, we need to look at the heating curve
at Hcool = 5 T and HC = 0 T (green curve), which shows the
continuous decrease of resistance down to lowest temperature
that corresponds to progressive arrest of field-induced FM
state in the system. The green curve merges with Hcool = 0 T
curve (blue curve) just above ∼100 K, signifying that the
field-induced arrest of FM state is connected with disorderinduced first-order phase transition in the system. For Sample
A, the experimental data of magnetization (figure 4a) and
resistivity (figure 7a) show the existence of PM insulating
phase changing over to FM metallic phase at TC . The striking
difference is obtained for Sample B giving no metal-insulator
transition below 30 K under zero field (blue curve) followed
by a signature of slope change with small thermal hysteresis

Polycrystalline Eu0.2 La0.3 Sr0.2 Ca0.3 MnO3 batch integrated
sample is specially modified to introduce the difference in
ionic distribution in its structure without modifying it in
micro-level (grains). The orthorhombic structure with Pnma
space group for both the samples shows atomic level modification, finally leading to opposite nature of strain (OS⊥ ) along
b-axis. The high negative value of OS⊥ in Sample B indicates a probable de-stabilization of CO state in this system.
The detailed magnetization behaviour as well as resistivity
behaviour of both the samples proved this effect of modification of strain in the structure. The disorder (chemical)
due to the coexistence of divalent Sr and Ca and trivalent
Eu and La, can destroy charge ordering in half-doped manganite system. With inhomogeneity of ionic distribution, the
situation becomes complicated as the system will try to balance between many factors, such as more Mn3+ /Mn4+ ratio,
unit cell volume decrease (table 1), tolerance factor, charge
ordering, etc. It may be possible that comparatively homogeneous ionic distribution help to retain charge ordering in
Sample A and thus first-order transition is involved. This
study therefore shows the tuning of de-stabilization of CO
state in half-doped manganites by introducing the structural
disorder through different ionic distribution in polycrystalline
sample.
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